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1. Introduction 

i' 

Widely used scheduling strategies such as FIFO (First In First Out), Random and LIFO (Last In First 
Out) lead to mean waiting times that do not depend on the service time of the jobs. But other strategies such as 
SPT (Shortest Processing Time first) ard SRPT (Shortest Remaining Processing Time first) lead to service time 
dependant mean waiting titres and such srategies are thus called biased strategies [1]. Among all known 
strategies, SR PT produces the smallest overall mean waiting time and is thus also called the optimal strategy [2]. 
Among all the non-preemptive strategies SPT turns out to be the optimal one. Derivation of the implicit Laplace 
transforms for related functions in M/G/1-SPT and SRPT has been carried out [3] and also the mean values arc 
obtained through building the derivatives of the Laplace transform. In [6] a different approach has been used to 
obtain the mean value formula considering SPT and SRPT to be limiting cases of non-preemptive and 
preemptive-resume HOL (Head Of Line) strategies respectively. This paper introduces a new approach using 
differential equations leading to all the relevant mean values. 

i 
ll 2. The Queue M/G/1-FIFO 

� . 

The queue M/G/1-FIFO has been extensively investigated and the related Pollaczek-Khinchin (P-K) 
mean value formula is being widely used. Usually a complicated imbedded Markov-Chain approach is used to 
derive this equation. An alternative derivation using Little's Law [ 4] is repeated below. It should be noted, that 
this approach leads only to the mean values ard this is not superior to the imbedded Markov-Chain approach. 
Nevertheless, this method turns out to be of some educational importance and can also be extended to some 
other problems as done later in this paper. 

The arrival and departure rates of the queue are denoted by A and µ respectively. The system load is 
denoted by p and is equal to (AIµ ). We consider a stationary queue under the condition p < 1 . We also 
make use of the fact that a new arrival finds the queue busy with probability p . In order to analyse the 
properties of the queue we trace the fate of an arbitrarily selected job that we name here a test job. Let us 
consider the arrival of a test job, that meets N q (= 0, 1, 2, 3, ..... :) jobs waiting in the queue. Each of these jobs 
have an arbitrary service time that is independent of each other but has tbe same distribution with mean equal to 
l/ µ. The mean value of Nq, denoted by E[Nq], is related to the mean waiting time W through Little's law: 
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The waiting time offue test job is obtained by-summing up service times of the jobs in waiting and the 
remaining service time of the job in service. As all the service times are independent of each other and also 
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In case th: test job meets the busy system, there is exactly one job in service, which is not counted in 
N q . In other words, the test arrival ercounters a partially served job with a probability of p . If we deoote 

the random value of the service time by x with mean 1/ µ and coefficient of variation Cb and its residual time 

by r the expected value E [r] is given by [ 5] 

(2.2) E[x2]= (l+C; )/µ2 and E[x]=l/µ where E[r] = E[x2]/(2E[x]), 
i. 



All three of'these contributions add togetherto make OW and this relationship is given below:" 

x 

ow =21,.,xW p(x)8x +8W )..ftp(t)dt 
0 

By letting 8x � 0 the following differential equation is obtained: 

(3.1) 

[ x ] dW ·- 
1- 'A f tp(t)dt - = 2t-x 

O dx p(x)W (3.2) 

This can be solved for W and if we denote W for the limiting case of x � 0 through W0 the 
solution can be presented in the form 

(3.3) 
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In order to find W0 two situations given below are considered: 

1. The test job meets the system in idle state. This occurs with a probability of (1- p) and the waiting 
time corresponding to this situation is zero. 

2. The test job meets the busy system This occurs with a probability of p and the waiting time of the 
test job with x � 0 is equal to the mean residual time E[r] ofthe job being served. 

These two situations can be combined to get W0 leading to 
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E(r) =pl +Cb 
2µ 

00 

�11 = f Wp(x)dx 
0 

4. The Queue M/G/1-SRPT 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Equations (3. 3) and (3.4) together give the complete solution for the mean waiting time of x-job. The 
overall mean waiting time, here denoted byW011, can be obtained by performing an integration for all possible 
values of x as shown below: 

' 
The SRl>T strategy is a pre-emptive resume strategy and jobs in service can be intempted in favour of 

the new-coming shorter jobs. Interrupted jobs. queue up, for an intermediate waiting time till they are later 
allowed to resume service. The intermediate waiting times can also be called interruption times as they are the 
waiting times caused by interruptions. Thus, relatively longjobs can even be interrupted several times and 
consequently experience an eq ml number of intermediate waiting times. Here, it is more meaningful to derive 
the mean system time o fan x-job, instead of mean waiting tiine, comprising all the waiting times ard the 
service time. However, tbe derivation is made simple if tbe system time is broken into the two components first 
waiting time with mean W and residence time with mean R . The first waiting time is the time spent by the 



�· .. 
test-job since its arrival until it is first taken for service. At the erd of the first waitihg ti.me the residence time 
starts and terminates once the job departs after service has been completed. Thus, the residence time includes. 
all the intermediate waiting times if any and the complete service time. · 

Let us first study th! residence time. We consider a test-job whose test service time ·i& r (r � x) 

and derote the mean titre taken to reduce the remaining service time from r to r -Br by .f:::..R(r) . It is 

observed that M(r) > Br due to possible interruptions. It is highlighted that t:.R is a function of r and 

t:.R(r +Br) > t:.R(r). We a loo denote t:.R(r +Br)- /iR(r) by B (t:.R). This difference is due to the 
· interruptions caused by · 

l .» New arrivals whose service time falls in [r, r+ Br) and occur during!::.R(r+ Br). They interrupt 

jobs with remaining time r + Br· but not the jobs with remaining time r ·and thus contribute to 
B (t:.R). 

2. New arrivals whose service time falls in [O,r +Br)· and occur du'ieg 8 (M). · 

As done in section 3 the contributions due to. above interruptions can also be quantified. The rate at w bich · 
work be ton igng to first and secord categories of interrupti ons arr ive simplify to, after dropping the i nagnificant 

r 

terms, wp(r)Br and 'A, f tp(t)dt. respectively. The corresponding mean amount of work is obtained by 
0 

multiplying these rates by the respective mean durations and they work out to . 11,rp(r )8rt:.R(r) and 
,. 

'A, J tp(t)dt · 8 (t:.R) respectively. They can be now added together to fonn 8 (M) leading to the following 
0 

equation: 

B (t:.R) = ')... r p(r )Br 
r 

t:.R(r) + 'A.f tp(t)dto (t:.R) 
0 

(4.1) 

This again leads to the differential equation · 

[1-'A.J tp(t)dt]d(t:.R) = 'A, r p(r)_M 
0 . dr 

( 4.2) 

Using the fact ihat AR tends to Br for r � 0 this differential equation is solved for t:.R to give 

8r 
r 

1 - x f tp. ( r ) dt 
0 

(4.3) 

· The mean residence time R of a x-job is obtained by integrating !::.R from r = 0 to r e= x : 

R = J 1r 
01-'A.ftp(t)dt 

0 . 

(4.4) 

Let us now get on to the mean of the first waiting time of an .x -job denoted by-W .. As already 
discussed in section 3 a job of service time (x + Bx) has a mean first waiting time slightly larger than W and 



is denoted by (W + 8W). The contributions that are responsible for 8W are caused by four distinct 
categories of jobs: 

l. Waiting ( x, x + 8x] -jobs at the arrival of the test-job: 
2. New [x,x + 8x)-jobs that arrive during the mean first waiting time W. 
3. New [O, x + 8x) -jobs that arrive during the mean duration8 W . 
4. Residing jobs with a remaining service time in the interval (x,x +8x] at the arrival of the test-job. 

The mean amount of work due to jobs in categories I, 2 and 3 work out to, after dropping the irsignificant 
x 

terms, AX_p(x)8xW, AXp(x)8xW and A J tp(t) dt 8W respectively. All the jobs whose original service 
0 

time has been larger than x become, at a later stage, jobs with remaining service time in the interval 
x .. 

(x, x + 8x] ard this contribute to category 4. The arrival rate of such jobs is given by A[l - f p(t)dt] and 
0 

the corresponding residence time is given by tiR(x). Using Little's law we get the mean number of jobs in 
x 

category 4 to beA.[1- J p(t)dt] · M(x). Each one of these jobs have a remaining service time equal IO. x 
0 

and this work has priority over the new-coming (x + 8x)-job. The mean amount of �ork correspord ing to this 
x 

is A.(1- f p(t)dt] · xtiR(x) . Now we can add all these four contributions together to form oW 
0 

x .l 

8W = 2lxp(x)8x W + 1.,f tp(t)dtoW + 11.[l- J p(t)dt]xtiR(x) (4.5) 
0 0 

Equation (4.3) gives M(r) and this result ca� be used to replace M(x) in the above equation. 

I\ 

ti 1 
� 
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x x x 

_ [1- A J tp (t)dt]28 W = [l - ')... f tp(t)dt]2A.xp(x)W8x + 11..X[l - f p(t)d{J)x 
0 0 0 

The following differential equation results from this: 

x dW x . x 

[I - .11. J tp (t)dt]2 - = (1 -A J tp(t)dt]211.xp\x)W + AX[l - J p(t)dt] 
O dx O O 

,,· ·-• .. 
(4.7) 

(4.8) 

The first term on the right hand side can be brought to 1he left side and combined together using the 
rule fur differentiation of a product giv �g the more simplified relationship: 

x x 

d{[l-A J tp(t)dt]2W} = ix[l - J p{t)dt]dx. 
0 0 

Unlike in the case of SPT x -jobs with x � 0. have zer<? first waiting time as m other job has priority 
over them under SRPT. This means W0 = 0 for this case. Using this fact und doing an integration by parts on 

the right hard side of the equation ( 4.9) we get the following result for W: 

. 1- 
.i 

(4.9) 



x x 

J t2 p(t)dt +x2[1- J p(t)dt] 
W = ').. . __ o �-- 2 x 

[1-').. J tp(t)dtf 
0 

(4.10) 

With this the complete mean system time of an x -job in M/G/1-SRPT is obtained and given by 
W + R wi1h W and R as in equations (4.10) and (4.4) respectively. Similar to equation (3.5) the overall 
mean system time Sau works out to: 

:0 

Sau= f (W +R)p(x)dx 
0 

8. Concluding Remarks 

(4.11) 
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I 
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Mean waiting times in queues using biased strategies such as SPT and SRPT depend on the service 
time and are continuous functions of the service time. The original work on M/G/1-SPT and SRPT done by 
Schrage and Miller [1] to obtain the implicit Laplace transforms of the related functions are also used to get 
mean values but involve fairly long calculations. A new approach using differential equations to obtain the 
same mean vahes are introduced in this paper. This method does not involve Laplace transforms and thus gives 
only the relevant mean values. The method of derivation is comparatively simple and is also of some 
educational importance ard may find further applications in other problems. 
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